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This is an extra resource to go along with the original article:
The 5-Step Social Media Guide for Business Owners

How to Become a Thought Leader on Social Media
Anyone can post to social media. Not everyone can become an
influential poster. Being a thought leader on social media takes a bit
more work than normal. Here’s a quick guide to standing out in your
industry.

Managing your personal brand.
You don’t need thousands of followers to start posting like a
thought leader! B
 ut you should be ready to dedicate time and energy
to managing your social media profiles. Make sure you’re
successfully managing your own social media account(s) well before deciding to post thought
leadership content because consistency will be key.

Finding Thought Leadership Content
Thought leadership isn’t always promoting your own thoughts. Good thought leaders promote
good thoughts, period — regardless of where or who they’re from. That means finding content
and sharing posts from other leaders in your space.
1. Create a spreadsheet or a document. This will come in handy for organizing your thought
leadership content. (Yes, you will want to organize until it becomes second nature.) Include at
least three sections:
●
●
●

Posts
Influencers
Keywords
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2. Make a list of people who inspire you and add them to your doc.
This could include:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Business partners
Industry leaders / influencers
Non-industry leaders / influencers
Indirect competitors
Direct competitors
Followers / customers

If you’re not sure who to follow or who is influential in your industry, you can use a tool like
BuzzSumo or Discover.ly. Check LinkedIn. Look for the authors of blog posts you’ve
bookmarked in the past.
Add their website(s) and/or blog(s). This will give you a quick reference point to find new
articles from influencers you already know and like.
Find their name(s)/brand(s) on social media and include them in your doc. A
 Google search will
usually do the trick. If not, check their website(s) or try typing their name into a social search
engine. Follow them on social i f you’re not already.
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3. Create a list of keywords related to your industry. If you’re not
finding content directly from those sites or influencers, you can
always do a quick Google search for content from other thought
leaders out there.

To find relevant content on Google, type in your keywords, select “News” and then set your time
search filters. For best results, try finding posts within the last 7-30 days.
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This should help you find posts for topics that you would otherwise
miss. Choose an article. Read the article. Make sure it has a valuable
message that will be helpful for your audience. Then check for
competitors. Make sure it’s not written by a competitor or promotes
a competitor (for obvious reasons).
Create a section for social posts in your spreadsheet or doc. This is
where you can organize your content in advance. You don’t have to
use do this, but it’s a good idea.

When you find posts on Google, you can add them to your spreadsheet or doc and either save
them for later or use it as a guide for scheduling your week’s posts in Buffer.

Crafting Your Social Posts
When you’re sharing thought leadership posts, you can be as insightful or promotional as you
want. You can say, “Wow, I loved how this highlighted the issue of XYZ in our industry. Some
food for thought!” or you can say, “Great post [influencer!] Check it out.”
Here are some general guidelines for crafting your posts:
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1. Highlight a strong idea from the article — sometimes posts have
quotes that are ready to use otherwise you might have to grab
something that stands out to you.

A blurb from the post like this:

Might lead to posts like this:

2. Include @ mentions whenever possible. For Twitter, you want to mention the author of the
post, if possible (Google their name and company, or see if their name is clickable from the
article itself), as well as the source (in this example, Forbes).
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Depending on the social platform, you may be able to tag users
simply by typing in their name (LinkedIn and Facebook will have pop-ups with suggestions). For
platforms like LinkedIn and Facebook, the full post will appear on its own, so you don’t have to
@ mention the source. But it’s always good to mention the author by name.
Include Hashtags where necessary. For hashtags, simply highlight important keywords. If you’re
not sure if a keyword is trending, use a tool like Hashtagify.me.
3. Include power phrases and buzzwords, like “Great post,” Interesting,” “Excellent insights,”
“Recommend,” “Worth the read,” and so on. This isn’t a hard-and-fast rule, but it can be a good
way to promote content in a short amount of space.

Sharing / Re-Tweeting Thought Leadership Content
When you’re not posting, you should also be nurturing thought leadership posts. This means
sharing / retweeting other content from those you follow, your followers, or anyone who tags
you in a post.
If someone tags you in a post, leave a like and/or a comment saying, “Hey, thanks for the shout
out!” You can share the post with your followers too.
Dedicate at least a few minutes a day or an hour every week to nurturing your content.

Creating a Mix of Thought Leadership Posts
When it comes to scheduling your thought leadership posts alongside your regular posts (like
blog promotions, product updates, etc.), you want to create a nice blend between the two.
If everything you do is thought leadership, you’ll miss out on the sales aspect of social. If very
little is thought leadership, then you’re not really being a thought leader.
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If you’re posting 2-3 posts per day, 5 days a week, your mix might
look like this:
Monday:
Post 1: Self-Promotional (New blog, event, etc.)
Post 2: Thought Leadership Post
Post 3: Share/Retweet from followers
Tuesday:
Post 1: Thought Leadership
Post 2: Self-Promotional
Wednesday:
Post 1: Self-Promotional
Post 2: Share/Retweet
Post 3: Thought Leadership
Thursday:
Post 1: Share/Retweet
Post 2: Thought Leadership
Friday:
Post 1: Self-Promotional
Post 2: Self-Promotional
Post 3: Thought Leadership

Other Tips for Becoming a Thought Leader on Social
Pick a niche. T
 hat niche is usually around your business, industry or area of expertise. Your
posts don’t have to completely revolve around your industry, but you should pick topics that
really matter to your audience.
Choose valuable content. Make sure the posts you’re sharing have helpful advice for your
followers. Don’t share fluff.
Always be grateful. If you get a share, mention, or like, thank the person. Like, comment and
nurture other posts and you’ll get the same in return.
Try different things. If certain posts aren’t getting the traction you want, switch it up. There’s no
perfect formula for becoming a thought leader, so test out different strategies. Post different
types of articles and see what clicks. Post on different platforms or at different times of the
week.
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Be consistent. Thought leadership is about being growing an
audience over time. The more consistently you post, the better your
results will be.
Be patient. Give it a
 lot more time than you think.

Need Help Building a Membership Site?
If you’re stuck on how to create and market your membership website, we’re here to help.
Get a free project quote today.
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